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KANT, LIBERALISM,

AND WAR*

KENNETH N. WALTZ
Swarthmore College

Many liberals of the nineteenth century,
and theirpredecessorsof the middle eighteenth,
thoughtthe natural conditionof men to be one
of harmony. Dissension and strifedo not inhere in man and society; they arise instead
from mistaken belief, inadequate knowledge,
and defective governance. With the evils
defined, the remedies become clear: educate
men and their governors,strip away political
abuses. This is one theme in the history of
liberal thought.Urged by humane philosophers
and supported by pacifistic economists, its
appeal in Western society is immense and enduring.
There is in liberal thoughtanother theme as
well, which is often obscured though it goes
back to the earliest philosopherswho can fairly
be called liberal. Montesquieu, Adam Smith,
and Kant made no easy assumptions about the
rationalityand goodness of man. Among men
in nature and states in a world of states, they
foundnot harmonyand peace but hostilityand
war to be the natural condition.
The two liberal traditions are partly contradictory.Kant is often improperlyplaced in
the firstof them, which helps to account for
many of the misinterpretationsof his political
philosophy. His essay Eternal Peace is seen as
one of a succession of peace plans going back to
Dante and Dubois in the early fourteenth
century,encompassingthe French monk Cruc6
and the abb6 St. Pierre,and culminatingin the
League and the United Nations. Some emphasize the plan, that is, international organization; others the importance of its being based
on republican or democratic governments. In
his guise as a philosopher urging the peaceful
proclivities of democracy, Kant has even infiltrated the State Department. Giving full
creditto the analysis of Kant, George V. Allen,
an assistant secretary,once said: "The United
Nations, with all its virtues, has not yet been
able to achieve freedomfromfear. The reason
is easy to understand.Its second most powerful
memberis not a democracy."'
Some have accepted such an interpretation
not to applaud Kant's commandingvision and
* Prepared for delivery at the 1961 Annual
Meeting of the American Political Science Association, St. Louis, Mo., September 1961.
1 George V. Allen, "Perpetual Peace Through
World-Wide Federation," Department of State
Bulletin, Vol. 20 (June 19, 1949), pp. 801-802.

high moral purpose but rather to decry his
political naivete and simple-mindedoptimism
Kant's supposed conviction that a Europe of
republics would be peaceful, Crane Brinton
findsto be a patheticrelicofthe Enlightenment.2
The statement exposes one of the problems of
interpretation.Kant is a child of the Enlightenment; he is also the fatherof a critical philosophy that goes beyond it. Sometimes he writes
as though peace were inevitably coming; at
other times, as though Realpolitik were the
mode of the present and the future. One who
cannot ignore the latter aspect may label it a
Germanic aberration,as Gooch did in his work
on Germany and the French Revolution.3
While Kant may be seen as a backsliding
liberal, he may also be considered a theoristof
power politics who hid his Machiavellian ideas
by hanging 'round them the fashionable garments of liberalism.Since he explained and in a
sense accepted the practice of power politics in
the relationsofstates, since he wroteof nature's
plan and man's predetermined destiny, this
interpretationtoo becomes plausible, the more
so if his Rechtsstaatis taken to be a thinlydisguised despotismwiththe sovereignsupposedly
limited by law but actually freeof any human
constraints
It is little trouble to collate passages that
would support in turn each of the preceding
interpretationsof Kant, but the whole man
would therebyelude us. There is a unity in his
thought that is hard to grasp. His manner of
thinking is foreign to social-science fashions,
his mode of analysis rigorous and yet subtle,
his style difficultbut clear, his writingcrabbed
and still, as Goethe said, sometimes slyly
ironicand even eloquent.
I
"A true political philosophy . . . cannot advance a step withoutfirstpaying homage to the
5 It is incumbent
principles of morals......
2 Crane Brinton, A Decade of Revolution, 17891799 (New York, 1934), p. 261.
3 G. P. Gooch, Germany and the French Revolution (London, 1920), p. 271.
4For a recent example, see the lead review of
The Times Literary Supplement, January 23,
1959.
5 Kant, Eternal Peace and other International
Essays, tr. W. Hastie (Boston, 1914), p. 118.
This book contains: pp. 1-25, "The Natural
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upon us to take Kant at his word and begin by
brieflydiscussing his moral philosophy. Kant
was neitheranl empiricistnor an idealist. Empiricismhe criticizesas leading to "merely contingent" knowledge; idealism as exceeding the
bounds of reason. Man is a member of two
worlds: the phenomenal and the noumenal. In
the first,he is a creature of the senses, of impulse and desire. Utility or happiness as a
standard of morals or legislation is mere caprice, forthe object of action is taken fromthe
realm of contingency. There can be no certainty nor universalityof agreement. If your
happiness is not mine, a governmentthat presumes to tell either of us what objects we
should seek and how we should seek them exceeds the bounds of permissiblelegislation. It
undertakes to do what all men could not possibly have assented to.6This is the kernelof all
liberalism,rigorouslydefined. It is expressed,
for example, by Lord Acton in his argument
that libertyis the only end of governmentthat
can be generally pursued without producing
tyranny.In Kant's words: "No one may force
anyone to be happy accordingto his mannerof
imaginingthe well-beingof othermen; instead,
everyone may seek his happiness in the way
that seems good to him as long as he does not
infringeon the freedomof others to pursue a
similar purpose, when such freedom may coexist with the freedomof every other man accordingto a possible and general law."7 Where
others have grounded the injunction more
Principle of the Political Order Considered in
Connection with the Idea of a Universal Cosmopolitan History"; pp. 27-54, "The Principles of Political Right Considered in Connection with the Relation of Theory to Practice in
Natural Law"; pp. 55-66, "The Principle of
Progress Considered in Connection with the
Relation of Theory to Practice in International
Law"; pp. 67-168, "Eternal Peace, A Philosophical Essay."
6 See Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysic
of Morals, esp. see. 2; and in general, Critical
Examination of Practical Reason. Both are in
Thomas Kingsmill Abbott, tr., Kant's Critique
of Practical Reason and Other Works on the Theory
of Ethics, 6th ed. (London, 1909). For the political
parts of the argument, see "Principles of Political
Right."
I Acton, "Nationality," The History of Freedom
and Other Essays (London, 1907), pp. 270-300;
Kant, "Theory and Practice: Concerning the
Common Saying: This May Be True in Theory
But Does Not Apply to Practice," tr. Carl J.
Friedrich, The Philosophy of Kant (New York,
1949), p. 416.
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pragmatically, Kant roots the limitation in a
profoundanalysis of the nature of reason.
By his possession of reason, man is distinguished from all mere animals. Man's reasoning abilities are, however, circumscribed.
He can know that noumena, things-in-themselves, exist; he cannot know their content.
The imperative,which is the basis of morality
and of legislation, is then necessarily without
content. "Act according to a Maxim which can
be adopted at the same time as a Universal
Law."8 My act is proper if everyone could,
without contradiction and conflict,claim the
rightto act similarly.Men would always act in
accordance with the categorical imperative if
they were whollycreaturesof reason. They are
not. From the sensual nature of man conflict
and violence arise. The contradictionbetween
his condition and his potential gives the right
to compel others to enter with him into a civil
societyin whichhis rightsare secured,and with
them the possibility of moral behavior.9 The
criterionof legislationis abstract in order that
it may be, withinthe limitsof reason,ofgeneral
validity. The purpose of legislationis negative:
to "hinderhindrances" to freedomso that each
may enjoy his antecedentlyexistingrightsunmolested.
Each man is an end in himself.The rightsof
one man before the law are the same as the
rightsof another. Kant is sharply critical of all
practice contraryto this dictum. In the state of
nature men have possessions; in the civil state
their possessions are secured to them by law
and become property.Men have equal rightsto
propertybut in varyingamounts depending on
their situation and abilities. There can, by
right,be no nobility of birth but only gradations of rank according to merit. Great inequalities of wealth may, however, limit or
even destroyequality of opportunity,as Kant
himself remarks. The remedy, negative and
typicallyliberal, is to arrange the laws so as to
lessen the perpetuation of familylands by inheritance.10To take another example and one
that will incline our analysis toward the
problem of war, Kant steadfastlyopposed the
impressmentof subjects into militaryservice.
The practice was widespread. Karl Alexander,
nephew of Frederick the Great, sold his regimentsto England forthe American War. At the
bidding of his English mistress,he finallysold
his principalityto Prussia forcash and retired
to England. In England impressmentof sailors
8 The Philosophy of Law, tr. W. Hastie (Edinburgh, 1887), p. 34.
9 Ibid., pp. 77-78, 157.
13 "Principles of Political Right," pp. 34-39.
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was regarded as an undeniable prerogative
of the Crown, and the brutal and inefficient
practice not eliminated until it was made unnecessary by the Continuous Service Scheme
adopted in 1853.11 In the face of such practices,
Kant writes:
A State is not to be regardedas a propertyor
patrimonylike the soil on which it may be
settled. It is a society of men, over which no
one but itself has the right to rule . . . and to

incorporateit as a graftin another State is to
destroyits existenceas a moral person; it is to
reduce it to a thing,and therebyto contradict
the idea of the originalcompact withoutwhich
a rightover a people is inconceivable.
Subjects are not, like the vegetables the farmer
uproots and carts offto market, objects that
the rulercan dispose of according to his whim.
In many states the ruler does so treat them.
Where war does not require of the ruler the
least sacrificeof his pleasures he may
resolveforwar frominsignificant
reasons,as if it
were but a huntingexpedition;and, as regards
its propriety,he may leave the justificationof
it withoutconcernto the diplomaticbody, who
are always too ready to give their services for
that purpose.'2
The practices of governmentscontradictthe
principlesof right.How are the requiredlimitations to be secured? The answer has two parts:
first,the institutionsthat are appropriate,and
then how they may come to exist. Only in a
republic can it be hoped that the principlesof
rightwill prevail. In such a state the executive
is made up of one or a few; separated fromit is
an assembly representingthe self-dependent
citizens, men of property,profession,or craft.
The executive presentsits proposed legislation,
the assembly chants its ayes and nays. The
question put to it is not, for example, is a 10
per cent tax on bread supportable as compared
to a tax of 5 per cent? The question,in the manner of Rousseau, is simply this: Does the proposed law accord withthe generalwill? Is it one
that everyone,thoughhe would have preferred
the lower tax, could conceivably have agreed
to? If it is such, then the idea of the original
contractis preserved. Still, what if the assembly says "nay" and the executive refuses to
listen?
Kant's philosophy, including his political
11 Gooch, Germany and the French Revolution,

p. 12; Christopher Lloyd, The Nation and the
Navy (London, 1954), pp. 131, 209.
12 "Eternal
Peace," pp. 70, 78; Philosophy of
Law, p. 217.
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philosophy,moves forwardby resolvinga series
of antinomies or tensions. The enjoyment, as
distinctfromthe possession, of rightsdepends
on the state. However imperfectthe state may
be, it is greatlypreferableto anarchy. On such
grounds as these, revolution is absolutely enjoined. Yet one may, as Kant did, view with
sympathy revolutions that according to the
principles of right would stand condemned.
There is no contradiction.He writes,one might
say, sometimes noumenally and sometimes
phenomenally,or, more accurately, with both
aspects of human affairsclearly in his mind.
Careful analysis and the clear specificationof
standards square easily in Kant's philosophy
with caution, flexibility,and moderationin the
judgmentof human behavior.
The other institutionalarrangementthat is
essential to proper governance is freedom of
expression. Kant takes Sapere Aude! as the
motto of the Enlightenment,and one of the
most frequentlyquoted ofhis statementsis that
"the libertyof the press is the sole palladium of
the rightsof the people."13One hears a distinct
reverberationfromthe Philosophes' Shield of
Evidence or an echo, to take a German formulation, of Schlozer's dictum that statistics and
despotism cannot coexist. In his own and his
subjects' interest,the rulerought to permitthe
widest freedomof expression; but again, if he
does not, thereis nothingthat can rightfullybe
done about it.
At such points as these some have concluded
that Kant's political theory is a defense of
despotism coupled with a hope that the despot
will rule by law. He does, it is true, reflectthe
widespread ideas of his time. But they were
ideas shared by many who were liberals as well
as by others. Only a governmentsecure in its
power, Hegel once wrote, can permit the conscientious objector to live by his scruples.
Across the North Sea one findsLord Hardinge,
Secretary at War in Wellington's Cabinet,
describingthe army as
a protection rather than any detriment to
Liberty. We permitted a licentiousnesswhich
under any other constitutionmightbe fatal to
the public peace. Meetings were held and language was used which no other empire would
permitand whichnothingbut the confidenceof
the Crown in the Standing Armywould justify
even our Governmentin permitting."
Neither Hegel nor Hardinge were liberals, but
they reflectthe idea that Kant emphasizes: A
13 "What
is Enlightenment?" tr. Friedrich,
Philosophy of Kant; "Principles of Political
Right," p. 50.
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governmentthat while limited is strong in its
sphere can permita freedomto its subjects that
would otherwiseendangerthe state. Thus Kant,
with obvious referenceto Frederick the Great,
applauds the strength of the Prussian state
upon which the individual's libertydepends.14
So long at least as the state "runs a danger of
being suddenlyswallowed up by other States,"
it must be powerfulexternally as well as internally.In internationalrelations the difficulties multiply.The republicanformis preferable,
partly because republics are more peacefully
inclined; but despotisms are stronger-and no
one would expect or wish to bringthe state into
Standing
jeopardy by decreasingits strength.15
armies are dangerous, arms races themselves
being a cause of war, but in the absence of an
outside agency affordingprotection,each state
must look to the effectivenessof its army.'6A
freelyflowingcommerceis a means of promoting peace, but a state must controlimports,in
the interestsof its subjects "and not for the
advantage of strangersand the encouragement
of the industry of others, because the State
withoutthe prosperityof the people would not
possess sufficient power to resist external
enemies or to maintain itself as a commonwealth."'7 Not only standing armies but also,
indeed more so, the disparity of economic capacities may represent danger, occasion fear,
and give rise to war.
Kant's concern with the strengthand thus
the safetyof the state is part of his perception
of the necessities of power politics. Among
states in the world,as among individuals in the
state of nature, there is constantly either
violence or the threat of violence. States, like
"lawless savages," are with each other "naturally in a nonjuridical condition.'8 There is no
law above them; thereis no judge among them;
there is no legal process by which states can
'o Alfred Vagts, A History of Militarism (New
York, 1937), pp. 167-168; "What is Enlightenment?" p. 139.
15 "Eternal Peace," p. 108.
16 Ibid., p. 71. In a way that long remains
typical of liberals, Kant, in effect,criticizes the
army that has nobility as officersand rabble for
its soldiers. He would prefer not the nation-inarms but an army of citizen-soldiers periodically
and voluntarily rehearsing their military duties.
17 Ibid., pp.
98-99; "Principles of Political
Right,"' pp. 42-43.
18 Philosophy of Law, p. 214; cf. pp. 223-224:
"Further, it may be said that the expression 'an
unjust enemy in the state of Nature' is pleonastic;
for the state of Nature is itself a state of injustice."
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pursue their rights. They can do so only by
war, and, as Kant points out, neither war nor
the treaty of peace followingit, can settle the
question ofright.A treatyof peace can end only
a particular war; a pretext for new hostilities
can always be found. "Nor can such a pretext
under these circumstances be regarded as unjust; forin this state of society every nation is
the judge of its own cause."'19More surelythan
those who extractand emphasize merelyKant's
republican aspirations and peaceful hopes,
Khrushchevspeaks as thoughhe had read Kant
correctly."War," in Khrushchev's peculiar yet
apt phrase, "is not fatalisticallyinevitable."
Kant does set forth the "shoulds" and
"oughts" of state behavior.2' He does not expect them to be followedin a state of nature,
for,as he says, "philosophically or diplomatically composed codes have not, nor could have,
the slightest legal force, since the States as
such stand under no common legal constraint.... 22 His intentionclearly is that the
"oughts" be taken as the basis forthe juridical
order that must one day be established among
states, just as the rights of the individual,
thoughnot viable in a state of nature, provided
the basis forthe civil state.
This is the culminating problem of Kant's
philosophy. Men need the protection of law
before they have any chance of leading the
moral life to which their reason commands
them. The civil state is not sufficient.Peace
among, as well as within,states is essential to
the developmentof uniquely human capacities.
"So act as to treat humanity,whetherin thine
own person or in that of any other, in every
case as an end withal, never as means only."23
This is the formof the imperative that is most
appropriate here. The constant hostility of
states and the pressuresof recurringwar make
its fulfillment
impossible. How can the problem
be solved?
19

"Eternal Peace," p. 83; cf. p. 76.
Report of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union to the 20th Party
Congress. Cf. Kant's Critique of Teleological
Judgement,tr. James C. Meredith (Oxford, 1928),
p. 96. Referring to "a system of all states that
are in danger of acting injuriously to one another" Kant says: "In its absence, and with the
obstacles that ambition, love of power, and
avarice, especially on the part of those who hold
the reins of authority, put in the way even of the
possibility of such a scheme, war is inevitable."
21 Philosophy of Law, pp. 219-225;
"Eternal
Peace," pp. 69-75.
22 "Eternal Peace," p. 83.
23 M4letaphysic
of Morals, p. 47.
20
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II
As is well known, Kant proclaims the
Rechtsstaat,or republic, as preeminentlythe
peaceful form of the state. In a republic the
unambiguous test of right is applied to every
piece of legislation, and every act of the
executive will in turnfollowthe universallyestablished law.24Such a state could not undertake an aggressive war, for its sole purpose, a
purpose guaranteed by its structure, is to
furtherthe moral lifeof its subjects by enacting
and administering positive, general law.25
There may be reasons for a republic to fight,
but they are not internally generated. Kant
records,as had Hume, the couplet fromPope's
Essay on Man:
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rim of reason to establish the necessity of an
act of faith and its compatibilitywith his own
critical philosophy. We can discern in nature
"a design to bring forth concord out of the
discord of men...... "This must be so if Kant's
moral theoryis correct,foronly in concord can
man followthe categorical imperative. But, he
warns,
human reason,when dealing withthe relationof
effectsto their causes, must keep within the
limits of possible experience; and to speak of
Providence as knowable by us in this relation
wouldbe puttingon Icarian wingswithpresumptuous rashnessin orderto approach the mystery
of His unfathomablepurposes.28

His argument,both of limits and of possibiliFor Forms of Governmentlet fools contest; ties, is established in the Pure Reason and
Whate'eris best administeredis best.
elaborated in the Practical Reason. Along with
its relation to moral philosophy,his reasoning
And, just as with Hume, he cites the thought is great withpolitical implications.
in orderto disagree with it. The point forboth
The activities of bees and beavers, guided by
of them is that as the context of action varies, instinct,produce regular patterns and predictsimilar causes have differenteffects. Notice
able results. Citizens of a purely rational
what Kant has done. With no comfortingil- world,on the other hand, would act according
lusions about man, he seeks in the state, and
to a preconcertedplan. Because men behave in
among states as will be seen in a moment,the neither of these ways, "no regular systematic
structurethat will turn men's "unsocial socia- history of mankind" appears to be possible.
bility," their conflictand violence, toward a But if we take progressnot as a finalcause but
constructiveresult.26
as a postulate of the practical reason, "the
How are the appropriate structuresto come
cheerless gloom of chance" is illumined by
into being, nationally and in the world at
"the guidinglightof reason."29In the economic
large? Kant sees in history,indeed in the very
world of Adam Smith, men scratch and claw,
horrorsof war, "a deep-seated, maybe far-seeeach seekinghis profit.The resultis the greater
ing, attempt on the part of supreme wisdom,if
good of all. If we look at the world and see
not to found,yet to prepare the way fora rule
discrete events, we are overwhelmed by the
oflaw governingthe freedomofstates, and thus
chaos: each event withoutcause and all events
bringabout theirunityin a system established without meaning. But if we look at the aggreon a moral basis."27Aha! one may say, an overgate of events with a proper organizingprinciridingdeterminism,an uncritical teleology,an
ple in our minds, we may see in the chaos,
Hegelian world-spiritmarching with benign
order; in the welterof events, a plan of nature.
purpose, a sterileoptimism. Kant succumbs to Newton, as Darwin said, did not explain why
none of these. He is neither determinist,unthere is a gravitational force but that there is
critical,nor rosy-facedwith hope. A universal such a force.The cause, as Kant would put it,
plan of nature,unknowable in detail but dimly
located in the bodies, is inaccessible to our
discerniblein outline, must be assumed; it canreason; but the rules by which it operates can
not be known. He is moving at the outermost
be discerned.30And so it is that out of the
"universal violence" of the state of nature and
24 Philosophy of Law,
pp. 210-211.
"the necessity arising therefrom"comes the
25
"Principle of Progress," p. 64: Each republic
resolutionof a people "to subject themselvesto
"31 The juridical union itself
"unable to injure any other by violence, must
national law....
maintain itself by right alone; and it may hope
is "a condition of [legal] equality . . . de-

on real grounds that the others being constituted
like itself will then come, on occasions of need,
to its aid."
26 "That politics may be reduced to a science,"
Hume's Political Discourses (London, n.d.), pp.
229-243; Kant, "Eternal Peace," p. 80n.
27
Teleological Judgement,p. 96.

"Eternal Peace," p. 91.
"Principle of the Political Order," pp. 3-5.
30 Charles
Darwin, The Origin of Species
(London, 1928), p. 455.
31 "Principle of the Political Order," pp. 15-17;
"Principle of Progress," p. 62.
28

29
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termined by the action and reaction of free
willslimitingone another.... "32 And
even if a people were not compelledby internal
discordto submitto the coercionof public laws,
war as an externalinfluencewould effectthis.
For, accordingto the arrangementof nature already indicated, every people finds another
pressingupon it in its neighborhoodand it must
formitself internallyinto a State in order to
be equipped as a powerso as to defenditself.33
Men and states seek their ends little knowing
that they are by their actions producing a
result that may have been no part of their intentions. Smith's invisible hand is at work in
the realm of politics. The "planless aggregate"
of human actions can be representedas "constitutinga system,"thoughthe demonstrations
of Kant in the realm of the political are necessarily vaguer, crasser,and less certain than are
those of Smith.34
There is a sense of progressbut not a naive
optimism,foras we advance Kant sees that the
also grow.The practical
dangersand difficulties
reason pronouncesits irresistibleveto: "There
shall be no war."35Yet withoutwar in the past,
men now would be feeble types shelteringin
caves and feeding on nuts and berries. The
developmentas conceived by Kant is dialectic:
By the expenditureof all the resourcesof the
commonwealthin militarypreparationsagainst
each other, by the devastations occasioned by
war, and still more by the necessityof holding
themselvescontinuallyin readiness for it, the
fulldevelopmentofthe capacitiesof mankindare
undoubtedlyretardedin theirprogress;but, on
the otherhand, the very evils whichthus arise,
compel men to findout means against them. A
law of equilibriumis thus discovered for the
regulationof the really wholesomeantagonism
of contiguousStates as it springsup out of their
freedom;and a unitedpower,givingemphasisto
this law, is constituted,wherebythere is introduced a universal condition of public security
amongthe nations.36
"Principles of Political Right," pp. 34-35.
"Eternal Peace," p. 95.
34 "Principle of the Political Order," p. 22.
35 Philosophy of Law, p. 230.
36 "Principle of the Political Order," p. 17; cf.
p. 23: "Applying the same method of study everywhere, both to the internal civil constitutions and
laws of the States and to their external relations
to each other, we see how in both relations the
good they contained served for a certain period to
elevate and glorify particular nations, and with
themselves, their arts and sciences,--uitil the de32

33
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Kant mentions,by way of suggestion,some of
the ways in which peace may come out of war.
The strengthof a state is directlyrelated to its
general prosperityand well-being,and these in
turn to the amount of liberty enjoyed by its
subjects. "If the citizen is hindered in seeking
his prosperityin any way suitable to himself
that is consistentwith the libertyof others,the
activity of business is checked generally; and
therebythe powersof the whole State are again
weakened." Since states are in close competition, the sovereign, to avoid weakening his
state, must grant a greater libertyto his subjects. Meanwhile the growingintensityof the
competitionamong states leads them to spend
largeramounts of money,even in time of peace,
in militarypreparation.Prices rise,the national
debt mounts, and finally the states are so
weakened by this competition and by actual
war that the sovereign is forced to give in
peacefully to the people and place in their
hands the power to choose between war and
peace.37The attempt to win in the competition
of states leads the sovereignto make some concessions; the impossibilityof winningleads to
the final concession, at which point, presumably, the republican formbecomes the pattern
of governmentthroughoutthe world.
The manner of approach is immensely impressive. Its execution is accomplished with
modesty, perception, and political sensibility.
This is not to say that the vision is without
flaw, the plan without blemish. Kant, if read
fromone point of view, can be taken as a study
in the futilityof the unsoundly based "ought."
This was clear in his analysis of the individual
in a state of nature where,he argued, the moral
obligations, the "oughts" that apply to every
rational being, cannot possibly be fulfilled.
Prior to the establishmentof a pacific federation,the "oughts" in internationallaw turnout
to mean as littleas those applied to man in the
state of nature. When the state of nature gives
way to the civil state, the "oughts" applied to
moral man take on a practical meaning. Those
that apply to states can be taken seriouslyonly
if the environmentof the state is similarlyimproved. For he says: "Every people, for the
sake of its own security,thus may and ought to
demand fromany otherthat it shall enteralong
with it into a constitution,similar to the civil
constitution,in which the rightof each shall be
secured."38The civil state is necessary for two
reasons, because men are imperfect and befects attaching to their institutions came in time
to cause their overthrow."
37 Ibid., p. 20; "Principle of Progress," p. 63.
38 "tEternal
Peace," p. 81.
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cause even good men may fall into dispute and
require a legally established mediator. The
universallaw-state would seem to be necessary
fora similarpair of reasons.
Yet in spite of a number of statements such
as the one just quoted, Kant will not accept the
"legal state of Society" on a grand scale, the
world constitution"similar to the civil constitution," as a solution to the problem. Every
timehe uses such phraseshe quicklyadds qualificationsthat materiallychange theirmeaning.
His "universal International State, or Union
of Nations," turnsout to be "a voluntarycombination of differentStates that would be
dissolubleat any time, and not such a union as
is embodied in the United States of America,
founded upon a political constitution, and
thereforeindissoluble."39In such a voluntary
organization,Kant says, the settlementof disputes among states can be conducted according
to a civil process instead of by war. And yet he
has also said in the clearest termsthat against
the evils of war and the general insecurityof
states "thereis no possible remedybut a system
of internationalrightfoundedupon public laws
conjoined with power, to which every State
must submit-according to the analogy of the
civil or political rightof individuals in any one
State."40 The seeming contradiction calls for
some explanation.
III
Why does Kant, afterhaving constructedan
argumentinternallyconsistent,turnto the conclusion that not governmentbut a voluntary
organization is the solution to the problem of
war? He gives two reasons. The firstis partlya
logical proposition resting on his definitionof
terms.States already have a legal constitution;
it would be illogical to place them under
another. Individuals in a condition of nature
have a rightto compel othersto join withthem
to forma state. The rightof a state to demand
that otherstates submit to the rule of law is not
comparably strong. As a matter of right, no
state can interferewith the internal arrangementsof another. Kant, in contrastto Mazzini
and Woodrow Wilson, is a non-interventionist
liberal.41 One suspects that his second reason
39Philosophy of Law, p. 225.
40
"Principle of Progress," p. 65. Cf. "Eternal
Peace," pp. 122-123; and Philosophy of Law, pp.
163-164, where Kant emphasizes that the federation must have the function of determining according to law, wherever there is a significantconflict,which interpretation of right should prevail.
41 "Eternal Peace,"
p. 81; and see above, n. 9.
For differences among liberals on this question,
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for shying away from a world state is more
important. HIe fears that such a state, once
achieved, would be a greaterevil than the wars
it is designed to eliminate. It could so easily
become a terribledespotism, stifleliberty,kill
initiative,and in the end lapse into anarchy.42
States in the world are like individuals in the
state of nature. They are neitherperfectlygood
nor are they controlled by law. Consequently
conflictand violence among them are inevitable. This statement does not lead Kant to the
conclusion that a world state is the answer.
Distrusting that solution, he casts about for
another. The other possibility open to him is
that all states so improve that they will act
according to maxims that could be universally
followed without conflict. While he fears the
formersolution, he is too cautious and critical
to place his faithentirelyin the latter. Instead
he attempts to combine them. It is the aim of
his political philosophy to establish the hope
that states may improve enough and learn
enough from the sufferingand devastation of
war to make possible a rule of law among them
that is not backed by power but is voluntarily
observed. The firstfactor is the internal improvement of states; the second, the external
rule of law. But the second, being voluntary,is
dependenton the perfectionwithwhichthe first
is realized. The "power" to enforcethe law is
derived not from external sanction but from
internal perfection.
Can one sensibly expect all states gradually
to conformto a pattern that, once universally
established, would provide the basis for perpetual peace? At one point Kant says: "Seek ye
firstthe kingdom of pure practical reason and
its righteousness,and then will your object, the
benefit of perpetual peace, be added unto
This is a strange injunction to come
you."43
fromKant, forhe has pointed out, as we have
several times noted, that it is only in the civil
state that man has the possibilityof living the
moral life. The civil state made changes in
man's behavior possible; it was not the other
way around. And this is also the view that
Kant takes of the relationbetween the internal
and externalaffairsof states. In the 7th Proposition of his "Principle of the Political Order,"
for example, he avers that without the proper
orderingof the external relations of states, the
internalestablishmentof the perfectcivil constitution is impossible.
see Waltz, Man, the Slate, and War (New York,
1959), ch. 4.
"Eternal
42 "Principle of Progress," pp. 62-63;
Peace," pp. 97-98.
43 "Eternal
Peace,," p. 114.
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For the moment,however,let us assume that,
withoutprofoundchange in theirexternalrelations, all states have become republics. Kant's
conclusionis that at this point perpetual peace
is established, at least approximately. The
internationalrule of law is realized, forthe law
is voluntarily agreed upon and voluntarily
obeyed. This whole system of voluntary universal law rests upon an equilibrium of forces
that is the culminationof world history.
To show that the equilibrium,once realized,
is bound to collapse, one need only refer to
Kant's own analysis. He points out that in a
state of nature, where each state must define
its rights and prosecute them with its own
power, no one country can be secure against
any other. "Lesion of a less powerfulcountry
may be involved merelyin the condition of a
more powerfulneighbor prior to any action
at all; and in the State of Nature an attack
under such circumstances would be warrantable." This is a logical justificationof the right
of preventive war. From it Kant derives the
principleof the balance of power.44How, one
may ask, does the final equilibrium of the
voluntary federationamong states differfrom
the equilibriumsometimesattained by balanceof-power politics, an equilibrium that Kant
properlylabelled precarious?It should be clear
by now that it differsin only one of the two
respects that Kant believes to be essential. He
ridiculesthe balance of power by comparingit
with "the house described by Swift,which was
built by an architectso perfectlyin accordance
with all the laws of equilibrium that when a
sparrow lighted upon it it immediately fell."
Yet the same doubt would seem to apply to
Kant's hope for a pacific world secured "not
by the weakeningof all the separate powers of
the States, but by an equilibrium which is
brought forth and guaranteed through their
rivalry with each other."45 It is, in Kant's
impeccable logic, necessary to supersede the
state of nature among states and establish
the rule of law. It is, by the same logic, impossible for a voluntary international federation effectivelyto guarantee the peace. If
equilibrium depends on spontaneous agreement or if equilibriumdepends on a balance of
44Philosophy of Law, p. 218, where in addition
to what is quoted above, he writes: "This international relation is the foundation of the Right of
Equilibrium, or of the 'balance of Power,' among
all states that are in active contiguity to each
other."
45 "Principle
of Progress," p. 65; "Eternal
Peace," p. 98.
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forces, the federation of Kant is either way
doomed to be transitory and shifting. Just
as the house designed by a Laputian would
collapse under the weight of a sparrow so
Kant's structurefalls to the ground whenever
one major state chooses to forsake the international federationand floutits universal law.
The difficulty
is made all the clearer by noting how, in a republic, the general will pronounces on the question of war and peace. The
unambiguous test of rightis again applied to a
proposed act of the executive. The question is,
as with domestic legislation, abstractly put.
The answer to it must be a simple yes or no.
Since the point is important and generally
overlooked, I quote the relevant passage.
If, for example, a proportioned war-tax were
imposed on all the subjects, they are not entitled . . . to say that it is unjust because somehow, according to their opinion, the war was unnecessary. For they are not entitled to judge of
this; whereas, because it is at least always possible that the war was inevitable and the tax indispensable, it must be regarded as rightful in
the judgment of the subject.4A
IV

Kant has held out a hope for perpetual
peace, which upon closer scrutinyseems to disappear. Has he deluded himself with a false
optimism, which has then been transferredto
many of his interpreters?To answer the question we have to complete the circle and return
to a considerationof his moral philosophy.
It is, Kant writes in the Metaphysics of
Morals, "absolutely impossible to make out by
experiencewithcomplete certaintya singlecase
in which" an act was purely moral. However,
whether this or that takes place is not at all the
question; but that reason of itself, independent
on [sic] all experience, ordains what ought to take
place, that accordingly actions of which perhaps
the world has hitherto never given an example,
the feasibility even of which might be very much
doubted by one who founds everything on experience, are nevertheless inflexibly commanded
47
by reason....

A moral act may never have been performed;
yet moral behavior is a "necessary" or "practical" goal of mankind. When Kant uses such
adjectives he means that the action described
is the only action in accordance with man's
noumenal nature, that its performanceis a
duty. Kant demonstratesthat the categorical
46
47

"Principles of Political Right," p. 41n.
Metaphysic of Morals, pp. 23-24.
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imperative exists and that to follow it is not
impossible; he does not imply that men will
live according to it. From the moral duty inherent in man's noumenal nature arise other
of Kant's postulates. He accords to man in the
formof practical reason, or will, what he has
denied to him in the form of pure reason. If
we are ever to fulfilthe moral law, we must
assume the existence of progress,an immortal
soul, a God.48
Kant approaches the problem of war in similar fashion. Perpetual peace is a particular
reading of the postulate of progress, for if a
condition of peace is not possible, then the
prospectof one day realizingthe ideal of moral
behavior disappears. It is a partial and erroneous interpretationof Kant to say that he
thought the realization of "necessary" or
practicala" goals something that would occur
in anyone's lifetine.Kant's analysis makes the
conclusion that a universal rule of law can
be achieved almost incomprehensible,but even
this conclusion makes sense in his way of
thinking;forto say that we can only "comprehend the incomprehensibility"of somethingis
simply to face up to the inherent limitations
of reason.49
The conclusionthat followsfromconsidering
Kant's political philosophy in the context of
his moral philosophy is borne out by many of
his more purely political statements. In the
Philosophyof Law, afterone of his many iterations of the propositionthat only in a universal
state can man findsecurity,he raises the argument that if the state is extended over too
large an area it becomes physically incapable
of protectingits members. "Hence," he says,
the PerpetualPeace, which is the ultimate end
of all the Right of Nations, becomes in fact an
impracticableidea. The politicalprinciples,however,whichaim at such an end, and whichenjoin
the formationof such unions among the States
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as may promote a continuous approximation to
a Perpetual Peace are not impracticable....50

As he had demonstratedthe possibilityof moral
behavior, so he must establish the possibility
of perpetual peace. The second is the precondition of the first,and nothingthat is impossible
can be imperativelycommanded. Peace is possible. This Kant has sought to prove. Its
achievement remains an improbability.
Now, as a matter of fact, the morally practical
Reason utters within us its irrevocable Veto:
'There shall be no War.' . . . Hence the question
no longer is as to whether Perpetual Peace is a
real thing or not a real thing, or as to whether we
may not be deceiving ourselves when we adopt
the former alternative, but we must act on the
And although
supposition of its being real....
the realization of this purpose may always remain but a pious wish, yet we do certainly not
deceive ourselves in adopting the maxim of
action that will guide us in working incessantly
for it; for it-is a duty to do this.5'

V

Kant shares the major tenets of liberalism:
the source'of the individual's rights lies outside of the state; his freedommay be limited
only when its exercise interferes with the
rights of others; such limitation must be by
known general laws beforewhichall men stand
equal; men's capacities are greater than is
shown by their present accomplishments;and,
finally,theirpotential will unfoldin time, with
education being one of the importantmeans of
progress. But Kant sees'in''combination what
others have often separated-the <defects, or
as he says, the evil of men and the possibility
of their living good lives, the strengthof the
state and the liberty of its subjects, progress
amidst ever greater difficulties,the approach
to peace as wars become fiercerand more frequent. He has, as many liberals do not, an
appreciation of politics as struggle,an idea of
48 We must, for example, "postulate the existpossible equilibrium not as simple and autoence of God, as the necessary condition of the posmatic harmony but always as something
sibility of the summum bonum .... " Practical
perilouslyachieved out of conflict.
Reason, p. 221.
Let the philosophers scribble as they will,
49 AMetaphysic
of Morals, p. 84. This is a difficult writes Kant at the beginning of "Eternal
problem. To put peace in the infinitefuture would
Peace." There is no danger, forrulers will not
be to demonstrate its impossibility. Kant must listen. This has been taken as criticism of
therefore think of sequences in the phenomenal
states and condemnation of their rulers. But
world that are not infinite but do continue with- to the philosopher'sadvice rulerscannot listen,
out end. This abstruse statement of the problem
as Kant well knew. He was not engaged in the
may help to make clear the philosophic context of
Kant's political thought. For this resolution of the
problem, I amnindebted to S. K6rner's superb
little book, Kant (Penguin, 1955), pp. 163-174.

50 Philosophy of Law, p. 224; cf. "Principle of
the Political Order," p. 13.
51Philosophy of Law, pp. 229-230.
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puerile task of telling men of affairsto stop
behaving badly. Nor could he have been, for
the dependence of behavior upon condition
is one of his major theses. Taken as a King's
Mitirror,Kant's "Eternal Peace" is lost in
futility. But so to take it requires a very
unKantian interpretation.In describing what
the states and the world will have to do and to
become if moral behavior is to be possible,
Kant makes understandable and in a sense
excuses the failuresof men and their rulers to
achieve moral rectitude.
Many liberals of Kant's time and afterhave
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looked upon war as annoyance or aberration,as
something,one might say, that lies outside of
history. Kant, in contrast, at once condemns
war and demonstratesthat its occurrenceis expected rather than accidental. In the end we
are leftnot with a confidentforetellingof "the
end of wars and the reign of international
law"52 but with a deeper appreciation of the
causes of war and the immense difficultyof
doing anythingabout them.
52 Edwin D. Mead's introduction to the book
cited above, n. 5.
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